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Come along on a mouthwatering ride and catch the spirit of pop-up cooking 
events with Moveable Feast with Fine Cooking, hosted by Pete Evans,  
an award-winning Australian chef, restaurateur, cookbook author and host of 
Australia’s top prime time TV show. Born in Melbourne and raised on  
Australia’s beautiful Gold Coast, Pete is not your average chef—he’s also  
an avid fisherman, surfer, cookbook author and television personality.

Emmy®-nominated for Outstanding Culinary Series, Moveable Feast with 
Fine Cooking follows Pete on a culinary journey across America as he teams 
up with the country’s most innovative chefs to source the finest regional  
ingredients. With fresh, local ingredients in hand they join forces and work 
against the clock to prepare a multi-course menu for an eclectic, enthusiastic 
and ravenous group of foodies.

Season One introduces cooking tips and techniques from talented  
chefs, including Jacques Pepin, Marcus Samuelsson and Tom Douglas, and  
demonstrates how to interpret their flavorful dishes in your own kitchen.  
Watch as diners sit down to enjoy these spectacular meals hosted in some 
unique places, from a New England farm to a Manhattan rooftop with an  
amazing skyline view. You’ll want a seat at the table! 13x26

In Season Two, Pete cooks up delicious meals with expert chefs Susan 
Feniger, Mary Sue Milliken, Donald Link and Marco Canora, and visits a  
California avocado grove, a Southern plantation, a lakeside retreat and a  
bustling kitchen in New York’s Little Italy neighborhood. 13x26

In Season Three, Pete travels from Homer, Alaska to Hawaii and New 
York City. In Alaska he forages for ingredients with mother-daughter chef duo 
Kristen and Mandy Dixon. While in Hawaii, he’s joined by award-winning local 
chefs Jon Mastubara and LeeAnne Wong to learn how local pineapple is  
harvested. At the prestigious Culinary Institute of America in Hyde Park, NY, 
Pete joins three top chefs Germano Minin, Bruno DiFabio and Tim Reardon  
for an Italian feast. 13x26

In Season Four, Pete Evans is back to take viewers cross country with 
the best chefs in America. From blue crab with Bryan Voltaggio in Maryland,  
to throwing a feast on the USS Midway in San Diego and cooking under the 
big sky of Montana, Pete takes viewers coast-to-coast and beyond to see  
what local, unique ingredients these states have to offer. 13x26
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